Collaborative networked organizations (CNOs) are complex entities whose proper understanding, design, implementation, and management require the integration of different modeling perspectives. A large number of modeling tools and theories that have been developed in other disciplines have a potential applicability in this domain. Therefore, an identification of the most promising approaches is made and mapped into four dimensions of an endogenous perspective of collaborative networked organizations: structural, componential, functional, and behavioral. But a comprehensive modeling of such complex dynamic systems requires also an exogenous perspective, the life cycle dimension, and a stratification of models according to the modeling purpose. Thus a comprehensive modeling framework is therefore proposed as a first step towards the elaboration of a reference model for collaborative networks.
Introduction
Modeling is one of the key activities in understanding, designing, implementing, and operating systems. Modeling is at the very heart of any scientific and engineering activity. When a team of researchers or system designers develop a new system, the output of the design phase is a model or set of models of the system to be implemented. A model, as an abstract representation of the intended system, will then be used to guide the implementation. Due to a number of practical contingencies, the implemented system might show some (minor) differences regarding the original model (usually the case). Furthermore, a model is also very useful in order to supervise (manage) the operation of the developed system during its life cycle. Complementarily, a model can also be used to predict the behavior of the system being developed or managed.
As in any other scientific discipline or engineering branch, collaborative networked organizations (CNOs) require the development of models, not only as a help to better understand the area, but also as the basis for the development of methods and tools for better decision-making. In fact proper decision-making in all phases of the CNO life cycle needs to be based on well argued and verified models and methodologies. These models and methodologies constitute the basis for the ICT-based support for business and organizational development and operation, as well as the base for education, training, and effective operation of CNOs.
CNOs are complex systems, emerging in many forms in different application domains, and consist of many facets whose proper understanding requires the contribution from multiple disciplines. However, an analysis of past modeling efforts indicates that practitioners and researchers are not fully aware of a comprehensive spectrum of suitable modeling processes, tools, and methodologies. For instance, very often modeling is restricted to a "processes view" (e.g. SCOR type of models for traditional supply chains). Or they stick with one approach such as using UML even though it might not the most appropriate approach for all or a part of the modeling effort.
This situation is however improving and lately some theories and paradigms defined elsewhere have been suggested by several research groups as promising tools to help understand and characterize emerging collaborative organizational forms (Camarinha-Matos & Abreu, 2003; Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh, 2004; Eschenbaecher & Ellmann, 2003) . Nevertheless, it is unlikely that any of these theories and modeling methods will cover all needs of CNO; they can be used as a starting point but extensions or adaptations are needed. There is no single formal modeling tool/approach that adequately covers all perspectives-no "universal language" for all problems. And yet existing knowledge on diverse manifestations of "traditional" collaborative networks is quite fragmented, being urgent to proceed with an integration and formalization effort. Nevertheless, purely formal methods in addition to being hard to apply are also difficult to follow by those not familiar with such methods.
Dissemination and communication is one important purpose for modeling CNOs. As such, we must acknowledge that this area is addressed by a large variety of people with different backgrounds; not all of them possess a strong formal background, and even many of the ICT practitioners do not have a formal education on computer engineering or computer science. This might suggest, in some cases, the appropriateness of semi-formal methods. On the other hand, new forms of collaborative networks and new patterns of behavior are being invented and explored, for which it is not feasible to develop fully consistent formal models at start. In these cases, semi-formal models, or even informal analogies as represented by metaphors, can provide valuable insights towards a preliminary level of understanding of new collaborative forms.
This paper analyses a set of relevant modeling needs for CNOs, extending previous partial contributions (Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh, 2006a, b) considers a collection of tools and theories developed elsewhere that might be useful here, and suggests a modeling framework for CNOs integrating multiple perspectives.
Modeling needs in CNO
In the context of a complex system like a CNO, modeling is fundamental for understanding, managing, simulating/predicting the behavior of CNOs, and certainly also for software development. For instance, in the VOSTER project (Löh, Zhang, & Katzy 2005) several purposes for modeling in this domain were also considered. In ECOLEAD a large number, though incomplete, of modeling purposes were identified for various kinds of CNOs. Based on those examples, the top part of Fig. 1 illustrates some of the important questions a modeler may pose when attempting to model a virtual organizations breeding environment (VBE). A VBE is an association of organizations and their related supporting institutions, adhering to a base long term cooperation agreement, and adoption of common operating principles and infrastructures, with the main goal of increasing their preparedness towards collaboration in potential Virtual Organizations (Afsarmanesh & Camarinha-Matos, 2005) .
Certainly many other relevant questions may be asked in relation to a VBE. Similarly, for VO management a large number of modeling purposes are typically considered (bottom part of Fig. 1) .
In the same way many purposes are identifiable for Professional Virtual Communities (PVCs) and other forms of CNOs. Given this large diversity of modeling purposes, which also leads to different types of models, it is important to establish a framework for modeling that structures and guides the modeling process.
CNO modeling dimensions
As a first attempt to reach a comprehensive modeling framework for CNO modeling, four dimensions are proposed as follows:
• Structural dimension. This perspective addresses the structure or composition of the CNO in terms of its constituting elements (participants and their relationships) as well as the roles performed by those elements and other characteristics of the network nodes such as the location, time, etc. This perspective is used in many disciplines (e.g. systems engineering, software engineering, economy, politics, cognitive sciences, manufacturing), although with different "wording" and diversified tools. • Componential dimension. This dimension focuses on the individual tangible/intangible elements in the CNO's network, e.g. the resource composition such as human elements, software and hardware resources, information and knowledge. Not all these elements are "physical" in a strict sense but rather represent the "things" of which the network is built of. Furthermore, the componential dimension also consists of ontology and the description of the information/knowledge repositories that pertain to the CNO. • Functional dimension. This perspective addresses the "base operations" available at the network and the execution of time-sequenced flows of operations (processes and procedures) related to the "operational phase" of the CNO's life cycle. • Behavioral dimension. This dimension addresses the principles, policies, and governance rules that drive or constrain the behavior of the CNO and its members over time.
Included here are elements such as principles of collaboration and rules of conduct, contracts, conflict resolution policies, etc.
